Welcome to the wonderful world of magic squares. You can achieve whatever you wish with the help of these squares which are the mathematical derivations of order $n$ numbers arranged in squares. A magic square of order $n^2$ is an arrangement of $n$ numbers in a square, in such a way that the $n$ numbers in all rows, all columns and diagonals sum to the same constant. See a basic model.....

In the above magic square, the constant sum in every row, column and diagonal is one and the same as 15.

You will not believe that this square if properly applied will change your destiny. Me too! Yes, It is true that when I heard about this from my master, It was hard for me to have faith as such.

The history of magic squares begins as early as possible from 2800 BC in ancient China and India. The Chinese believe this 3x3 magic square as the protection power from evils. Once upon a time in
ancient China there was a huge flood in the river Lo. The people tried to offer something to calm down the anger of the river God.

Then a water turtle emerged from the river with a dotted magic square on its shell. The numbers were in an arranged manner of three by three, nine grid pattern in such away to produce the sum of the numbers in each row, collum and diagonal was the same 15. But it was different from the one mentioned above. It is depicted below:

```
 15  15  15
  4   9   2
  3   5   7
 15
  8   1   6
 15
 15  15  15
```

Then the river Lo went calm. From this event people started believing that this magic square could be used to control the flood. It may sound orthodox to believe. But the power of magic square is a proven truth.

The earliest magic squares of order four was found inscribed in Khajuraho cave paintings in India. The age of those could be dating from eleventh century.
These magic squares have fascinated humanity from the time immemorial. When I started my research on magic squares I frequently came across them in number of cultures. These magic squares are having astrological and divine energies. Their usage ensure longevity, prevention from diseases, gives wealth, peace and happiness. The creativity of the magic squares are based on mathematics. But the application of the same for a purpose in life is based on spirituality. The study of the etheric planes, energies, various layers, aspects and dimensions is referred here as spirituality. But it is no way related with any religion. Numbers are common to all religious faiths. People from all faiths could adopt these magic squares for their specific needs.

Actually I was blessed to learn about the power of magic squares from my master, when I approached him with full of sorrows and uncertainties in my life. I am thankful to him for the knowledge he imparted to me. He had shown me a path of Truth and now I lead a happy life and I also make others happy. He said that all the sufferings of the humanity is due to the missing link to the divine energy existing in the cosmos. There are 15 energy levels dwelling in the Universe. Out of them one is the supreme power and all other fourteen energies are the manifestations of it. The 9 energy levels are related with the nine planets and the rest of them are five elements.

The dictionary meanings of the word number are as follows:
“How much there is of something that one can measure”
“Something that has a magnitude and can be represented in
mathematical expressions by a constant or a variable”

“amount”
“measure”
“quantum”
“quantity”
“A symbol used to represent a number”

A number is an abstract entity used originally to describe quantity. Preserving the main ideas of “quantity” except for the total order, one can define numbers as elements of any integral domain.

Besides these meanings many other explanations are also there but I have selected the relevant meanings to this topic.

Without numbers there is no life. If life exists, numbers also exist. If there is no life numbers are meaningless. There is a close relationship prevails between numbers and human existence. Hence the best philosophical expression for number is nothing but life.

Actually I was blessed to learn about the power of magic squares from my master, when I approached him with full of sorrows and uncertainties in my life. He said all the sufferings of the humanity is due to the missing link to the divine energy existing in the cosmos. There are 15 energy levels dwelling in the Universe. Out of them one is the supreme power and all other fourteen energies are the manifestations of it. The 9 energy levels are related with the nine planets
and the rest of them are five elements.

The dictionary meanings of the word number are as follows:

“How much there is of something that one can measure”

“Something that has a magnitude and can be represented in mathematical expressions by a constant or a variable”

“amount”

“measure”

“quantum”

“quantity”

“A symbol used to represent a number”

A number is an abstract entity used originally to describe quantity. Preserving the main ideas of “quantity” except for the total order, one can define numbers as elements of any integral domain.

Besides these meanings many other explanations are also there but I have selected the relevant meanings to this topic.

Without numbers there is no life. If life exists, numbers also exist. If there is no life numbers are meaningless. There is a close relationship prevails between numbers and human existence. Hence the best philosophical expression for number is nothing but life.
Magic square is an art of making success by using the powers of numbers. The infinite Universe is ruled by forces or energies. The Universe manifests in a well pre planned and organized form. It is nothing but a spontaneous manifestation of a great energy. Everything starts from nothing and become everything, ends in nothing. The Universe exists only in two forms as everything and nothing for which the beginning and end could not be understood with our limited knowledge.

>Everything <—> Nothing <—> Everything <—> Nothing <—>

The entire Universe is the expansion of five energies.

Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Ether.


Now let us allot a number for each of them:

1-Earth, 2-Water, 3-Fire, 4-Air and 5-Ether.

In this world independent and individual existence is not at all possible. If a thing exists, it should combine with the other.

So for the each elements shown above there are two kinds of existence as definite and indefinite.
The material world including human body is the properly mixed combination of these five energies. Human body has mind as the Sixth energy and the super consciousness as the seventh. What are the significant truths about eight and nine? 8 is the representation of the force of destruction and 9 is the energy which re-creates the Universe from destruction.

This is the mystical meta physical truth regarding the powers of numbers. We suffer with diseases, poverty, confrontations and ignorance only due to the disconnection from the abundant energy. The numbers of the magic squares are arranged in such a way so as to produce energy waves to reconnect our body, mind and spirit with the abundance. In my twenty five years of research I have experienced that the magic squares solve many problems of human life. They help not only for the individual needs but for the mundane affairs also. One may wonder that if the Universe is the creation of the great cosmic energy and we as a part of it, how come we lose connectivity? It is just something like a kid lost her parents in a festival crowd. She may call her parents loudly or tell the names of her parents to someone who cares. Like that if we use the magic squares properly they will reconnect us to the abundance and we would be freed from all troubles and attain happiness.

I hope that this discussion would have given a lead to contemplate regarding the powers of the numbers. Now let us discuss about the usage of the magic squares. It is not necessary that you have to learn about the construction of magic squares. I am here with the twenty five years of research experience and have spent a lump sum money to
find out the secrets. Now I have decided to share these secrets to every one those who suffer. Magic square have saved me from death, poverty, diseases and have given a happy, healthy, wealthy and peaceful life. Like that you can also apply the secret science of magic squares and fulfill all your needs. It will not work for any harmful attempts but it will take you from darkness to light. It will lead you to happiness from sorrow. It will guide you for supreme knowledge from ignorance.

My master also revealed that we all have mind blocks. These are the reasons which disconnects our link from the abundance. It is some thing which block the flow of water from the reservoir to the targeted place. Mind blocks are not self created things. They ingerse in to our system from some external sources, like the computer receives virus or the physical body gets infected.

Read the following questions, and say YES or NO:

1. Do you feel depressed?
2. Do you think no one is for you?
3. Do you often incur lose in business?
4. Do you fight with your life partner?
5. Do you think your married life is failure?
6. Do you struggle to complete your education?
7. Do you have frequent digestive disorders?
8. Do you struggle with insufficient income?
9. Have you been cheated by any body?
10. Do you have fear of death?
11. Have you lost a good relationship?
12. Do you have diabetes?
13. Do you suffer with skin allergies?
14. Do you have asthma?
15. Do you have low or high blood pressure?
16. Are you jobless?
17. Do you suffer with anxiety?
18. Do you fight often with your colleagues?
19. Do you suffer with no peace of mind?
20. Do you feel difficult to face the challenges of life?

If you say YES to any one of the above questions I could confirm that you are stuck somewhere. Definitely you need some corrections in your life system. The currently available remedies are based on the themes of temporary cures. They treat only the symptoms of the problems and no way touch the core of the issues. But the application of the magic square in a systematic procedure leads to permanent relief.
First of all one should remove the mind blocks, which may be exposed as faithlessness, atheistic tendency, uncertainty, depression, anxiety etc.. The procedure for applying magic squares is very easy and effortless. The first magic square you have to apply is the square of the sum 15. You can easily copy it from this page, paste it in your computer and take a print out in black color. Do not use any other colors than black. You can alter the size of the square as per your interest and need.

Cut this according to the size, stick it on a thicker card and now your magic square is ready for usage. Now, you find a calm place to meditate upon this magic square. Sit silently and have a deep look into the square. Have a deep breath three times. Please do not move your eyes from the square for just five minutes. Make yourself sure that you can reproduce this magic square from your memory. This is
enough and now you can keep this card in your shirt pocket or inside a book you like very much. You can keep this in your desk top as a background. Otherwise place it in your office desk.

This will give you peace of mind. You will gain mind power. Do not forget to look and meditate the magic square daily at the same time. If you choose early morning it is better. No ritual, no prayer, no surrender, nothing. Just see and meditate. Close your eyes and try to bring the magic square in your mind. This practice purifies your heart and removes your mind blocks. This energizes your mind, body and spirit complex with enormous power. You can observe a dramatic change with in 9 days. You can meditate the magic square without seeing it at any time, whenever you are free.

You can draw this magic square in your diary or pad and look into it. Slowly some days after you may not need to look into the card. It will appear in your mental screen as soon as you wish. You will feel happiness and peace.

Do not disclose your knowledge of magic squares to anybody. Because you know, there are many skeptics who do not believe even themselves. You should be very careful regarding the negative vibrations spread by them. Those vibrations may enter into you through your breath and form some unwanted thoughts. They are the one of the reasons for your mind blocks. Keep distance from such negatively charged persons.
Now you are full of positive energies flowing in and around you. You will be happy and you will make others happy. The opportunities for success will knock at your doors. Now you will feel a connectivity with the supreme power.

For instance, if you think of some one, they themselves may call on you or contact over phone. Your intuition will start working. When you are practicing this, surplus money will flow in your hand. You will be happy with your life partner. If you have any health issues, you will feel better. Some kind of inner satisfaction, mind fullness could be realized.

Only this much?

No, certainly not. Now only you have just entered into the great energy field of magic squares. You are eligible to enter into the next phase of this magic square practice, if you feel energetic, rejuvenated and enthusiastic. If you do not feel any thing, need not worry. Please try to continue your practice with some in-depth concentration. Definitely you will see the results. Because it is something like simple maths. If you add 1+1, the answer should come as 2, and it never be 1 or 3, if you add properly.
Now I am taking you to the next section. Here you can find out many magic squares which could produce the abundant energy fields. Now you please take a piece of paper and write your problem which denies or delays your success. Then find the match with the following indications.

After identifying your magic square, turn to the relevant page and read the brief notes given there. Copy and paste your magic square. Then do as I explained you earlier. You will achieve your wish within a short time. All other procedures are same as I have explained you earlier.

1. Health
2. Education
3. Money
4. Relationship
5. Success in all attempts
6. Employment
7. Anxiety
8. Courage
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9. Business

10. Wish Fulfillment - Purchase of House, Car etc.,

11. Love

12. Recovery from debts, sorrows, accidents and enimity

13. Travel abroad

14. To attain spiritual enlightenment
1. HEALTH

Health is the prime and basic factor of all. If there is no good health what is the use of money or success. Health issues may be divided into three. The first of its kind is common cold, fever or cough etc., The second type is major health issues which need life long medications like diabetes, blood pressure etc., The third is chronic diseases like heart ailments, liver or kidney disfunction, cancer, AIDS etc.,

This magic square is of four order, produces the sum of 42. This helps the patient to maintain good health and peace of mind. If this magic square is meditated properly it will induce rejuvenation of muscle cells, blood circulation. It will induce the digestive system and controls disease like indigestion, gastritis, ulcer etc., It increases the longevity of life.

This has proven results in control of diabetes, blood pressure, ulcer and digestive disorders. For chronic patients it is better to keep this magic square under their bed pillows. Make a framed model of this magic square and keep it near their bed, so that they could see and receive the vibrations of the health energy produced from the square.

The type two patients can have this in their left side pocket and meditate when ever possible. It is better to touch the magic square with your ring finger while meditating.
# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Intelligence quotient differs from man to man. In these modern days education has become a burden to children. How to make them interested for learning? This is the core problem of modern parenting. Education and character are the two essentialities for students. How to improve their memory? How to make them to maintain good relationship with parents and teachers?

Here is the best way! Take a print out of this magic square and prepare it as per your need. Ask the student to look into it and meditate as per my previous instructions. The student can keep this magic square inside his or her school books. They can place this framed on their reading tables.

This will improve their reading ability and memory power. They will score high marks. They might understand their responsibilities and work hard. They will develop academic and human excellence. They will be appreciated for their morality and integrity.

I have used this for thousands of students and seen good results. This is a well proved magic square of sum value 24, with three grids.
# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Money is the life giving force to every one. At the same item we should understand one thing. Money can be earned by any means. But the stability of the money will be decided only by the mode of earning. If one earns money by hurting others or by any illegal methods, it will not remain with him for a long time. Hence, money should be earned by ethical means. The income and expense must be balanced. Income, expense and savings are the three factors to be arranged properly so as to maintain the flow in a positive way.

The world is full of treasures. If you are struggling for want of money means that you have not contacted the abundance. Your way is blocked. This money magic square removes such blocks. As soon as the blocks are removed, you can see the abundance flow towards you.

This is a magic square of order four. Total comes as 104. You can copy, paste and prepare your money magic square to keep in your cash locker or safe vault. Do concentration as I have explained in the introduction and you can also take this along with you while you are going for any business dealings. You will experience a sudden increase in your income.

There is another secret to speed up the action of the magic square. You should read louder the numbers inscribed in the squares, like 44,51,2, 7.... and end with the total by saying 104. It will give you
miraculous results. It attracts both people and money. You will be appreciated for your talents. You will be rewarded. The money which you have decided as a bad debt, will rush to you. And many more amazing results you will see...

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Number magic squares are very helpful and produce good results in making relationships. Due to the advancement of science and technology our way of life has become mechanical. The nations are losing their roots and dominated by the consumer products. There are always many attractive advertisements inviting you for enjoyment. We lose moral values for the sake of selfishness.

We have no time even to take care of our blood relations. The divorce culture has produced single membered homes. But nothing exists alone in this world. See the birds, animals ...... all are living together in groups. In the world of information technology every computer is connected with other by internet, but human hearts are not connected, they live a lonely life.

Husband-wife, father-son, mother-daughter, mother-in-law-daughter -in law, first partner-second partner, teacher-student, boss-staff....... the chances of quarrel is always high. Nothing to worry. If you feel such relationship strain in your life use this relationship magic square for best results.

Meditate this square with good wishes. This will unite the broken hearts. Regain your friendship. re-unite your links. Love all, Serve all.
# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
5. SUCCESS IN ALL ATTEMPTS

It is a tiresome job to try repeatedly without seeing any ray of hopes. Sometimes great efforts end in utter failures, but less attempts make bigger profits. Why is it ironical? It is due to the missing link with the supreme ultimate reality. Success is not mere luck. If you have the power of the success magic square the rate of failures will be reduced. The chances of success will be high. Meditate upon the success magic square given below. Build your self-confidence. Always you will win the top. This can be used in interviews, sports, competitions and in seeking justice through court.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
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In this real world every atom is functioning restlessly. But some people waste their valuable time in seeking a suitable job. Some wander jobless. There are plenty of opportunities. But the link between the employer and the employee is missing. Some people have jobs but they do not have job satisfaction. In order to rectify these problems regarding carrier you can meditate the following employment magic square. The abundant energy produced from this square gives you enthusiasm, power to meet the challenges, sets a goal and drives you towards it. You will be placed in a suitable position and you will enjoy satisfaction in it.

This can be used for any kind of job regarding issues.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
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Business people, executives and workers with public relation experience internal and external stress problems.

The internal stress induces psychological problems like depression, anxiety etc.

The external stress induces physiological discomforts like back-pain, head ache, stomach upsets, panic attacks, palpitation and diarrhoea etc.

Some stresses are short term and others are long term stresses.

Common stress stimuli for business sectors are as follows:

High work pressure, relationship problems, loneliness and persistent financial worries.

These could be overcome with the help of the Anxiety control magic square. The rays produced from this stop anxiety and keep the mind cool. Look into the magic square and meditate number 18. Even this could reduce your palpitation.
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# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Courage is a gift for winners. The first step to any attempt needs full of courage. That leads one towards wealth. How can one be courageous.

Truth gives courage. If we follow honesty and sincerity we can achieve success. Fear is the outcome of ignorance. Where there is light, there is no darkness. Many of us hesitate to launch our proposals. Some of them ends in mere paper work and some even buried in the inner heart as unsuccessful ambition. Be young, robust and cheerful.

Success will come to you. For this purpose I have designed a courage magic square, with tested results. Prepare and sit with this magic square for meditation. You will feel self confidence and courage within seconds. Keep this card always with you. It has another property as it protects the person from evil eye and jealous. Some time we need a strong divine support to win. This square very well encourages the holder to be courageous. The sum total is 21.
# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Many business people have asked me that whether we have any specific magic square for prosperity and success in business. Yes! We have a fantastic business magic square, depicted below. The world trade is highly unpredictable. It is highly volatile. Some times the rate of growth goes high and some times it suddenly comes down. The instability should be managed. It is worth to have this business magic square. This will produce positive vibrations for success in business. You will be cautioned by your inner feelings about the future down falls and you can easily come out without burning your hands. This work as an inner guide. It helps to make a right decision in a right time. The business magic square has really worked miraculously in some cases as it resulted in unexpected wind fall of money in business! Meditate upon it and experience the results.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Desires are the basic inducers for our attempts. Everyone has a desire in mind. If the wish is a true one then our magic square really works to fulfill it. If you meditate this square the doors will open automatically where ever you go. Hold this wish magic square in front of you and concentrate upon it as usual. Then bring your thoughts together to tell yourself about your wish. Wait and see the results to your excitement. Based on the nature of your wish you can increase your concentration level. You will slowly understand that some great energy always come to your help. It is nothing but your connectivity to the Universal power. You can buy a car, house or any articles with the planned time schedule, with the energy produced by this magic square.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
World is the beautiful manifestation of divine love. The unity of male and female energies is the cause for creation. Life without love makes the man inert. This love magic square gives success in love. Prepare this magic square and concentrate as directed. You will smile happily by experiencing the results. This can energize for all comfortable and luxurious living. Jewels, ornaments, diamonds etc., for those who are seeking a good alliance will meet a suitable life partner.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Unexpected blows in life are miserable. Like death of close relatives or loved ones, financial issues, legal disputes, sorrows, separations, accidents, chronic health disorders and confrontations are the worst sides of human life. It is very difficult to find a solution now a days for such calamities. Natural blows like Tsunami, hurricane and earth quakes are horrible threats to mankind. The following magic square can recover people from such sufferings. This also helpful to find out any missed or stolen objects.

Soon the affected will find a helping hand.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
In the beginning of the third millennium the world has reduced as a Global Village. It is due to the fast developments in transportation and travel means. At the same time there is dare need of safety too. This magic square brings abroad opportunities if concentrated properly. You can carry this magic square in your suit case while travelling. This will give you protection also. If you are traveling by flight, you can hold this and concentrate while you are relaxed.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
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Meaning of life could be understood only through spirituality. This magic square when concentrated and meditated leads to self realization.

Life is full of search... we search money, we search places ... we search our happiness... we search peace of mind.... If you are a spiritual seeker then this magic square will be helpful to you. This may give you peace and spiritual enlightenment. You can be a beacon light to others. You can be a spiritual master. When you meditate this magic square you can experience the divine positive energy circles around you. Some body have registered that they have seen mystical multi color layers while doing this concentration. If you see such experiences you can start passing the same vibrations to others, those who suffer.

# Please note the size of the magic square is more than the need and you can alter the size as you prefer.
Combined Usage of Magic Squares

It is quiet natural that one may have more than a problem to be solved. For that purpose it is advisable to use more magic squares at the same time. If one person is having problems regarding health and money he could use both the relevant magic squares. But he should decide about the priority.

The magic square for health should be concentrated at the first instance followed by the money magic square. I don’t object if you use three magic squares at a same time for your various requirements, but it is not advisable to use more than three magic squares in combination. Because if you exceed three it will only result in poor performance. You can go ahead with more magic squares after attaining desired objectives.

Any desired usage of other magic squares should be started only after the successful completion of the beginner’s magic square which is inscribed as POWER.
### Magic Squares for All Success

**Health**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>20</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Money**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>51</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>47</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
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Frequently asked Questions

1. Is magic square technique is related with any religion?

   The creativity of the magic squares are based on mathematics. But the application of the same for a purpose in life is based on spirituality. The study of the etheric planes, energies, various layers, aspects and dimensions is referred here as spirituality. But it is no way related with any religion. Numbers are common to all religious faiths. People from all faiths could adopt these magic squares for their specific needs.

2. I don’t see any results even after applying magic square technique as you have prescribed?

   Please try to continue your practice with some in-depth concentration. Definitely you will see the results. Because it is something like simple maths. If you add 1+1, the answer should come as 2, and it never be 1 or 3, if you add properly.

3. Can I use more than one magic square at a same time?

   It is quiet natural that one may have more than a problem to be solved. For that purpose it is advisable to use more magic squares at the same time. If one person is having problems regarding health and money he could use both the relevant magic squares. But he should decide about the priority.
4. Why do you compel to concentrate the power magic square as the prime one?

Any desired usage of other magic squares should be started only after the successful completion of the beginner’s magic square which is inscribed as POWER. Because the person having problems will definitely have mind blocks. The power magic square is the one which removes such blocks and energizes the mind, body and soul.

5. Can I have any magic squares designed personally for me?

Sure! It is possible to create a specific magic square specially designed for your individual need. Please send a mail to me explaining your difficulties with your date of birth. I will design and mail you the special magic square. The fees for the service should be paid in advance.

6. Can I suggest magic squares to any one?

No! It is not advisable to suggest about the design and factors about the magic squares to others. You can very well direct them to contact us. If you have any happiest experiences about the magic square concentration technique, you can share it with others. But don’t declare the secrets which you have learnt from me.
CONGRATULATIONS!

Congratulations! You have achieved. It is appreciable that you have learned and practiced the magic square technique. The consciousness of abundance is an art of life and this ideology is going to guide you throughout your life. You are no more in dark. The vibrant rays of the magic squares are around you and you are in it.

You should follow this practice at least for 45 days to have the desired results. Please do not discontinue the practice in a short time without realizing anything. You have to give a gestation period for your sub conscious mind to receive the connectivity signals from the supreme power. Please have more concentration sessions of the POWER magic square to speed up the results. You can have the conclusion session with SPIRITUALITY magic square to stabilize the energy you have received from the other magic squares.

Please feel free to write and share your experiences with me. I am always ready to guide you for all success.

With Best Wishes,

Dr. B. SREE JAHANNATHAN M.A. M.Phil. Ph.D.
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